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Maple

TurlingTon™ MAplE CollECTion

nATurAl
3˝ plank - EHC3200
5˝ plank - EHC5200

CounTry CinnAMon
3˝ plank - EHC3202
5˝ plank - EHC5202

CoCoA Brown
3˝ plank - EHC3204
5˝ plank - EHC5204

CounTry CArAMEl
3˝ plank - EHC3201
5˝ plank - EHC5201

CounTry AnTiquE
3˝ plank - EHC3203
5˝ plank - EHC5203

CHErry
3˝ plank - EHC3205
5˝ plank - EHC5205

Turlington™ Maple Collection
With the refined elegance of its rich, smooth texture, Turlington Maple captures the sophisticated 

beauty of effortless style.

15-Year residential Finish Warranty Engineered Construction



EHC3202 Country Cinnamon



Turlington™ Maple Collection
Expressions of elegance created with the sophisticated grain of maple

Engineered
Construction

glue-Down
installation

Floating
installation

installation 
options

Hardness Scale
Compared to oak

Trusted Brand, Superior quality, rich Selection
over a century of authentic craftsmanship combined with advanced manufacturing innovations  

bring you the long-lasting, premier quality of Bruce® hardwood flooring.

Superior quality & Design
Superior precision in the milling process and rigorous inspections featuring up to 75

checkpoints guarantee that each strip and plank of Bruce hardwood flooring has passed 

our highest quality standards.

With a wide assortment of colors, widths, species, specialty finishes, design styles and 

installation methods, Bruce makes it easy to find the perfect hardwood floor to complement  

your personal style and room décor.

Turlington Maple carries a 15-year residential finish warranty and lifetime structural integrity  

warranty. it also features Dura-luster® plus urethane finish with aluminum oxide to repel spots, 

spills and stains, for a floor you can live with.

Trim & Molding
The same finishing techniques used for our hardwood floors are applied to our complete selection 

of coordinated trim and moldings. Available in all species and colors for a perfect match.

Easy Care
To preserve the beauty of your hardwood floor, sweep or vacuum as needed. periodically clean 

with Bruce Hardwood and laminate Floor Cleaner, and be sure to wipe up spills immediately.

information & Samples
To learn more about floors and to order product samples, visit www.bruce.com.

All trademarks owned by AWi licensing Company or Armstrong Hardwood Flooring Company.

Wood is a natural material containing distinctive differences in color and grain configurations. it is these differences, caused by nature, that create the warmth, beauty and originality of each 
hardwood floor. The printed room scenes and color swatches in this brochure are intended as a visual guide, not as an actual color or grain pattern representation of the flooring itself.
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